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Fairly general suffkient conditions are given to guarantee that invariant tests 
about means in the multivariate linear model and the repeated measures model have 
the correct asymptotic size when the normal assumption under which the tests are 
derived is relaxed. These conditions are the same as Huber’s condition which 
guarantees asymptotic validity of the size of the F-test for the univariate linear 
model. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
In Arnold [2] a result of Huber [3] was extended to show that under 
fairly general conditions due to Huber the invariant procedures for drawing 
inferences about the mean for the univariate linear model are still 
asymptotically valid in the presence of non-normality (i.e., that the 
asymptotic size of the F-tests and t-tests are correct as are the confidence 
coefficients for the simultaneous confidence intervals). It was also shown 
that Huber’s condition is satisfied a.e. for the correlation model, and hence 
procedures based on the multiple and partial correlation coefficients are 
asymptotically valid in the presence of non-normality. In this paper, two 
more models are considered, the multivarite linear model and the repeated 
measures model. For both these models, we show that if Huber’s condition is 
satisfied, then invariant tests for drawing inferences about the means of the 
observations have the same asymptotic size even when the errors are not 
normally distributed. 
In Section 1 we discuss the notation used in this paper, and in Section 2 
we restate the result of Arnold [2]. In Section 3 we extend Huber’s result to 
multivariate distributions. In Sections 4 and 5 we establish the asymptotic 
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validity of procedures for the multivariate linear model and the repeated 
measures model. The basic result of this paper is in Section 3. The 
derivations in Sections 4 and 5 are basically elementary applications of this 
result, although they are occasionally somewhat messy. The necessity of the 
condition is discussed in Section 6. 
1. NOTATION 
We write Y w  N,,,(O, Z) to mean that Y is a p X r matrix whose columns 
are independently normally distributed with mean 0 and covariance matrix 
Z. If Y N N&O, C), then YY’ has a Wishart distribution and we write 
YY’ - W.(c c>* 
Let V be a subspace of R”. We say that X is a basis matrix for V if the 
columns of X form a basis for V, and that X is an orthonormal basis matrix 
for V if the columns of X form an orthonormal basis for V. We write P, for 
the matrix such that P,v is the orthogonal projection of v into V for all 
v E R”. If X is a basis matrix for V, then P, = X(X’X)-IX’, and if X is an 
orthonormal basis matrix for V, then P, =Xx’. 
If A = (aij is an r x s matrix, then we write 
If A > 0, then m(A) is just the largest diagonal element of A. 
If A and B = (bij) are p x q and m x n matrices, then the Kronecker 
product of A and B is given by 
A*B= 
2. THE UNIVARIATE LINEAR MODEL 
Consider a sequence of univariate linear modes in which we observe 
Y, =pu, + e,, lu” E m)Y 
where V(n) is a p-dimensional subspace of R”. Let IV(n) c V(n) be a k- 
dimensional subspace. The results of Arnold [2] imply that if m(PY~,,~) + 0, 
then the F-test for testing that ,u,, E w(n) against ,u,, E V(n) has the correct 
size asymptotically even if the errors are not normally distributed. In this 
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paper, we show that this condition is also sufficient to guarantee the 
asymptotic validity of procedures for the multivariate linear model and the 
repeated measures model. 
3. THE BASIC RESULT 
In this section we derive a multivariate extension of Proposition 2.2 of 
Huber [3]. Let hi,&,... be a sequence of i.i.d. p-dimensional random 
(column) vectors with Eh, = 0, cov(h,) = Z. Let h(“) = (h, ,..., h,). Let A, = 
(a n, ,..,, a,,)’ be a sequence of matrices with A,, n X p. We now give 
sufficient conditions on A,, to guarantee that tr A,h’“’ = Cyzl aA,h, is 
asymptotically normal. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that cov(h,) = I, tr A,A; = s, and m(A,) --) 0. Then 
U,, = tr A,, h(“) *“ N,(O, s). 
Proof: Let Vni = a;,h,. Then U, = ~~=i Vni, I”nl,..., I/,, are 
independent, 
and 
var(U,) = 5 afi = tr A,A; = s. 
i=l 
By the Lindeberg-Feller theorem, we will be finished when we show that 
lim ? E(V:il,V,i,>J = 0. 
n-m-3 iy, 
Let m, = m(A,) + 0. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
vii = (aA,hi)’ < llanil12 llhil12* 
Also ] v”il > s implies that I( hill > E/I(Q,~JI > e/pm,. Therefore, 
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By the bounded convergence theorem, we see that 
We now look at the case of general C. 
THEOREM I. Suppose that cov(h,) = Z > 0, trA,ZAA = s, and 
m(A J -+ 0. Then V,, = tr An h(“) -+d N,(O, s). 
ProoJ Let k(“) = Z-“*h(“‘, B, = A,C”*. Then the columns of kc”) are 
i.i.d. with mean 0 and covariance matrix I, tr B,BA = trA,JAA = s, and 
m(B,) < pm(A,) m(C”*) + 0. The result therefore follows from 
Lemma 1. I 
4. THE MULTIVARIATE LINEAR MODEL 
We now show that invariant procedures for testing hypotheses about 
means for the multivariate linear model have the correct asymptotic size 
even if the errors are not normally distributed. The multivariate linear model 
is one in which we observe the n x s matrix Y,, such that 
Y, =P, + e,, e; = df, ,..., f,) 
where ,u, is an unobserved constant matrix and the fi are unobserved s- 
dimensional random vectors that are i.i.d. with E& = 0, cov(fi) = Z > 0. Let 
V(n) be a p-dimensional subspace of R”. The parameter space for this model 
is given by the set in which the columns of p, are in V(n) and Z > 0. We 
consider the problem of testing that the columns of pn are in W(n), a k- 
dimensional subspace of V(n). If we add the assumption that the fi are 
normally distributed, then a maximal invariant for this problem is the set of 
roots of the equation 
We consider this model without the normal assumtion as n -+ co, but s, p, 
and k remain fixed. We show that if the columns of ,uu, are in W(n) and 
m(P,,,,) + 0 as n + co, then 
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independently of the underlying distribution of thef;:. (We are assuming that 
this distribution is unchanged as n + co.) Therefore, the null distribution of 
the roots of q(t) = 0 is asymptotically independent of the distribution of the 
fi, and hence procedures that are invariant size a procedures for the 
multivariate linear model with the normal assumption are asymptotically size 
a procedures for the multivariate linear model without the normal 
assumption. 
We first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let X, be an orthonormal basis matrix for V(n) ( W(n). If 
WY(,J -, 0, then 
U, = e;X, -% N,,p-k(O, C). 
ProoJ By the Cramer-Wold device applied to on = (Vi,..., UL-,)’ where 
u = (U, )...’ UP_,) we see that Un+d N, p--q(O,Z) if and only tr TU,jd 
N,(O, tr(TCT’)) for all (p - q) x s matrices T. Now, let A,, =X, T, h(“) = e;. 
Then trTU,=trX,TeA=trA,h’“‘, trA,ZA,=trX,TZT’X:,=trTZT’ 
(since X, is orthonormal). Finally, m(A,J = m(T’XA) < (p - q) m(T) m(X,) 
G (P - 4) W?(W,XW’ = (P - 4) m(r)(m(P,,,,,,,,,))“’ + 0 (since 
m(Pvcnklwcn,) < m(P,,,,)). Therefore, by Theorem 1, tr TU, +d 
N,(O, tr TCT’) and hence U, --td N,,,-,(O, 2). I 
We are now ready for the main results of this section. 
THEOREM 2. If the columns of p, are in W(n) and m(P& + 0, then 
YLP V(n)lW(n) y, +d W,(P - 4, Z). 
Proof. If the columns of ,q, are in W(n), then PYCnjIWCntp,, = 0 and hence 
By Lemma 2, U, + Np-k,s(O, Z) and hence U, VA -+d W,(p - k,Z). I 
THEOREM 3. If the columns of p, are in V(n) and m(P,,,,) + 0, then 
ProoJ Since the columns of ,u, are in V(n), PYCnjl,a,, = 0 and 
YAP v(n)lYn = e:,P,,,,,e, = 0, - eP,,,, en. 
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By a proof similar to that for Theorem 2, we see that e;P,,,, e, -+d W,(p, E) 
(take W(n) = {O)). Hence (l/n) e;P,,,,, e, 4’ 0. Also 
since the fifi’ are i.i.d. random matrices with Effi’ = C. Hence 
lY~PYln)lYn=Ie:e,--ee,P,(,,e,~Z. 1 
n n n 
These two results establish the asymptotic validity of invariant procedures 
for testing that p’n E W(n) in the presence of non-normality of the errors. 
Sometimes it is useful to test the somewhat more general hypothesis that the 
columns of &,A are in W(n), where A is a known s X r matrix of rank r. A 
maximal invariant for this hypothesis is the set of roots of 
By Theorems 2 and 3 we see that 
(l/n>A’Yp,,,,,Y,A 5 ArCA. 
Therefore, invariant procedures for testing that the columns of ,u,A are in 
W(n) would be asymptotically insensitive to the normal assumptions used in 
deriving them. 
5. THE REPEATED MEASURES MODEL 
In Arnold [l] a fairly general version of the repeated measures model was 
treated and it was shown that the usual F-tests for many hypotheses of 
interest are UMP invariant size a, most stringent, Bayes, admissible, and 
likelihood ratio tests under the usual normal assumptions. In this paper it is 
shown that these tests are asymptotically size a tests even if the errors are 
not normally distributed, under the same condition that tests for the 
univariate linear model are asymptotically valid. These results are proved as 
the number of individuals increases to co while the number of factor levels 
and the number of measurements on each individual remain fixed. 
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The repeated measures model is one in which we observe p-dimensional 
random vectors Y,, Yz ,..., such that 
where the pi are unobserved constants and the ei are unobserved random 
vectors that are i.i.d. with Eei = 0, cov(ei) = a’A@), where 
1 p a** p 
p 1 *.. p 
A@)= . . .* 
i J 
: : 
\p p -1. 1 
Let 1 be the p-dimensional vector all of whose elements are 1 and let 
where yi 1 1. Let 
Finally, let U be the l-dimensional subspace spanned by 1, let S(n) be an s- 
dimensional subspace of R”, and let T(n) be a t-dimensional subspace of 
(UI)“. The parameter space for this model is given by 
P) E S(n), y(n) E T(n), u2 > 0, A@)>O. 
In this section, we study this model as n + to, but p, s, and t remain fixed. 
Let Q(n) be a q-dimensional subspace of ,S(n) and let W(n) be a W- 
dimensional subspace of T(n). In Arnold [ 11, we find the UMP invariant test 
that 8(n) E Q(n) against ~5~“) E S(n) and the UMP invariant test that 
yCn) E W(n) against y (n) E T(n) when the ei are normally distributed. In this 
section, we show under fairly general conditions that these tests are 
asymptotically valid if the e, are not normally distributed. To define the 
appropriate conditions, let 
Pl 
- (1 
y, 
,#I) - : = 1 * /p) + y(n), yod = : 
Pu, i 1 
. 3 
yn 
el 
e’“’ - : - 
i i 
. 3 V(n) = { 1 * d(“) + y  (@; P) E S(n)’ p) E T(n)}. 
en 
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yW’ qp’ + e’“’ 3 p’“’ E V(n). 
By the comments in Section 2, if the components of the e, are i.i.d. and this 
model is therefore a univariate linear model, then the condition m(P,(,,) + 0 
is sufficient to guarantee the asymptotic validity of the usual F-tests for that 
univariate model. In this section, we show that if m(P,,,,) + 0, then the 
optimal tests for the repeated measures model derived under the assumption 
of normality have asymptotic size that is independent of the normal 
assumption used in deriving them. 
Before deriving the asymptotic validity of these procedures, we first 
perform the transformation suggested in Arnold [I] for the normal case. Let 
C be a (p - 1) x p matrix such that 
is orthogonal. Let 
zi = zi* ( i zi2 =rYiy fi= (gl) =rei, 
where Zi, andfi, are 1 X 1. For j = 1, 2, let 
Then 
rjIi = fisi ( ) TA@)Z- = ( 
l+(P-l)p 0 
CY, ' 0 1 (1 -PY . 
Hence 
Z\“’ = \/ir rp’ + fjn’, zy = /p’ + f:“’ 
Also, the fii are i.i.d. with EL, = 0, vardf;,,) = a’(1 + (p - l)p) and the AZ 
are i.i.d. with Ef2= 0, cov(fi,)= a’(1 -p)Z. Let 
T(n)* = {(C * I)#“‘, y(“’ E T(n)}, w(n)* = {(C * Z)y’“‘, y(“) E W(n)}. 
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Since y(“) E (Ul)n, yen) E T(n) if and only if /I(“) E T(n)* and y(“) E IV(n) if 
and only if /I(“) E IV(n) *. In Arnold [l] it is shown under the normal 
assumption that the UMP invariant size a test that a(“) E Q, is to reject if 
(5.1) 
and the UMP invariant size a test that yen) E W(n) is to reject if 
F$n, = IIpun’*lW(n’* 
IIP 
Gw~(P - 1) - 4 > F” 
rcn,*A9*(t - w> 
1 w,n(p-1)-l’ (5.2) 
In this section, we show that if m(Pvcnj)+ 0, then the asymptotic 
distributions of F$“’ and F r’ do not depend on the distribution of the ei. We 
first need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. If m(P& -+ 0, then m(Psc,,) + 0 and m(PTcnj*) + 0. 
Proof. Let B be a k x p matrix and let H be np X np. Then 
m(B * I) H(B’ * I) < p*(m(B))‘m(H). 
Now 
P S(n) = p-‘(1’ * 1) P,,,,(l *I), PT@)’ = (C * I)PV,“,(C’ * 1) 
and the result follows. 1 
We first look at the asymptotic distributions of F,. We note that Zy’ = 
fiP’ +fY’ and that the components of fy’ are i.i.d. with Efi = 0 and 
var (JJ = u*( 1 + (p - 1)~). Hence the part of the model involving only Z, 
is just a univariate linear moel. Also a(“) E Q(n) if and only if 
p”*d(n) E Q(n). Therefore by the results of Arnold (1980), the asymptotic 
null distribution of F’i”’ is not dependent on the distribution of the e,. 
We now look at the asymptotic distribution of Fp’. We note that Yy’ = 
,fP’ + j-y, j-y = (j-i; )...) fi2)‘. The components of fp) are not independent, 
although they are uncorrelated. However, the fi2 are i.i.d. (p - l)- 
dimensional random vectors with Ef;., = 0, cov(J2) = u*( 1 - p)l. 
LEMMA 4. Let X, be an orthonormal basis matrix for T(n)* 1 W(n)*. If 
m(P,,,,) -+ 0, then X;.fp) +d N,-,(O, a’( 1 - p)l). 
Proof. By the Cramer-Wold device, we need only show that 
U’XAf:“’ --ld N,(O, a’( 1 - p) U’U) for all (t - w)-dimensional vectors U. Let 
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B, = X,u = (b;, ,..., b;,)’ where bni is a (p - 1)-dimensional vector. Let AL = 
(b R1 ,..., b,,) and let h (“) = (fi2 ,..., fn2). Then 
(since cov(&) = a’(1 -p)l and X, is orthonormal). Finally, 
m@,) = M”) G (I- w) m(u) 4x,) < 0 - w> m(u)(m(P,(,,*,,(,,*)“2 -+ 03 
since m(Pr(,,). -+ 0. Therefore, the result follows from Theorem 1. 1 
We now find the asymptotic distribution of Fy’. 
THEOREM 5. If yen) E W(n), m(Pvo,,) -9 0, then 
2 XI-W F("'d'-. 
2 (f - w> 
Proof. If yen) E IV(n), then /I(“) E IV(n)* and P7~n~,,w~n~~~(n) = 0. Hence 
Also (1 PC=)* Z, 1) 2= f :“‘y:“’ - 1) PTcnja f :n’ (1 2. By the above argument (with 
W(n)* = (O}), IIPTcnj+f~)(12/a(l -P>+~x: and hence I~PT~n~*f?‘l/2/ 
n(~ - 1) -P 0. Also the fi; fi2 are i.i.d. and Ef;:‘2 fi2 = (p - 1) g2(l -p). 
Therefore, by the weak law of large numbers, 
n(,’ 1) fw-f:n)= l + fi;fi2L72(1 -p). 
n(P - l) (2, 
Hence 
IIP T(n,*w12 
n(p- 1)-t 
-f-i a2(1 -p). 
The result follows directly. m 
We have therefore shown that the F-tests for testing hypotheses about 6 
and y have asymptotic size that is independent of the normal assumption 
used in deriving them. It should be mentioned that the size of the F-test that 
p = 0 is very dependent on the normal assumption, since this testing problem 
is essentially the problem of testing the equality of two variances. 
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6. NECESSITY OF THE CONDITION 
The condition that M(P~(,J + 0 . is a so 1 a necessary condition for the 
results in this paper. (We discuss only the multivariate linear model, but 
similar arguments work for the repeated measures model.) In Theorem 1, if 
m@,, ,..-, an”) does not go to zero, by the argument for the converse of 
Huber’s Proposition 2.2, the distribution of Cy=i aAiJ;: would not go to a 
normal distribution for all distributions of the fi (having a finite covariance 
matrix). Therefore, if m(P,,,,) + 0, then there would exist subspaces IV(n) 
such that if X,, is an orthonormal basis matrix for V(n) 1 IV(n), then e;X, 
would not converge to a normal distribution for all possible distributions of 
the fi, and hence e;P vCnj, wCnj e, would not converge to a Wishart distribution 
for all possible distributions of the fi. Therefore in order that invariant tests 
for all possible hypotheses of the form considered in this paper have 
asymptotic size that is unaffected by the distribution of the fi it is necessary 
that m(Pyt,J -+ 0. 
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